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The whirlwind of IoT revolutions and connected devices have

engulfed the IT industry today, combining the best of both

programming and device hardware. Not only has it opened new

promising horizons for IoT developers and companies, but IoT

app development also enables creation of remarkable products

in narrow time frame. The multifaceted field of IoT is growing

into something of an unstoppable drive. 

Already 57% of companies have adopted IoT technologies, and

this number is likely to mushroom by 2020. So how can you

approach the idea of building IoT-enabled apps? For that you

need robust IoT app development platform and tools. Here is

the list of most significant and popular IDE for IoT development: 



Rasbian IoT IDE is created for

Raspberry Pi board and is stuffed

with many packages and

enlightening examples. It has as

many as over 35000 packages

and enables rapid installation by

means of pre-compiled software.

Raspbian does not belong to the

parent organization, but instead

it was created by IoT tech

enthusiasts. If you are aiming for

Raspberry Pi, this could be one of

the most thinkable IDEs

available in IoT app development

market. 

2. RASPBIAN 

1. ARDUINO (IDE) 
Based in Italy, Arduino is an IT

company that builds micro

controller boards, interactive

objects and kits and is reputed

as being the most preferable

IDEs among all IoT development

tools in the list here. Arduino has

created a full-blown, mature and

quite optimized platform to

interconnect different hardware

systems. Arduino offers complete

IoT package enriched with many

examples and libraries that

support industry-grade IoT app

development projects. 

Moreover, Arduino provides so

much ease in usage and

implementation, any young naive

beginner can get started with it.

The IDE could befriend C

programmers since it supports

development of micro controllers

using C and C++ languages. 



OpenSCADA is a project that

exists as a part of SCADA project

that belongs to Eclipse IoT

industry Group endeavours. It is

designed to provide security and

flexibility through its incredibly

modern system and include

commendable support for

editing and debugging.

OpenSCADA facilitates a set of

many independent tools that

developers can combine for

advanced IoT app development.

It consists of several interface

apps, functional libraries,

configuration tools as well as

front-end and back-end

applications. 

4. OPENSCADA 

3. DEVICEHIVE 
Launched in 2012, DeviceHive is a

free open source M2M (machine

to machine) communication

framework which is Data Art’s

AllJoyn based device. It is

considered as one of the most

preferred IoT app development

platforms ever since. DeviceHive

has cloud-based API that you

can control remotely

independent of network

configuration. The same goes

with its management portal,

libraries and protocols.

DeviceHive has worked best with

apps for security, smart home

tech, sensors and automation.

Added bonus is that its website

displays incredible support and

references from its dynamic

community and online blog

resources. 



Home Assistant is apparently

aimed for home automation and

functions on Python-based

coding system. This is an open

source tool whose IoT system can

be controlled with mobile and

desktop browsers. Like Kaa,

Home Assistant is also easy to set

up and appreciated for its

frictionless operations, security

and privacy standards. The IoT

system of HA gets regular

updates every two weeks and

has nearly 250 smart devices

supported by it. The software

supports any system that is

running on Python 3. Though it

lacks cloud component,  

6. HOME ASSISTANT 

5. KAA 
Brought up by Cybervision, Kaa

provides end-to-end support for

IoT connected devices on a

cloud. It is a multi-purpose tool

with which developers can craft

IoT solutions, applications and

various smart products. Kaa

makes it easy for IoT developers

to quickly set up and plug many

of its features into its IoT

platform. The Open Source kit

Kaa is so handythat, it can

interface with any hardware,

such as devices, sensors and

gateways. The kit also allows

developers to enable cross-

platform interoperability,

distribute firmware updates

remotely and scrutinize user

behaviour to generate target-

specific notifications. 



Microsoft Azure has formed a

team with Adafruit to create six

IoT kits that come with Azure

Certified for IoT developers along

with single board PCs, sensors

and actuators. Usually,

developers can have the luxury

of a Wi-Fi board, sensors, SD card

and coloured LEDs in most of its

kits. Some of Azure’s IoT kits are

intended for experts of IoT app

development. The beginners or

those with intermediate

knowledge can try a few of them

such as: 

8. MICROSOFT AZURE 

7. SENSIBLE IOT 
SensiBLEIoT is another great tool

for IoT app development that

helps developers improve the

design process. It contains

amazing features such as sensors

for pressure, temperature and

humidity and ambient light, and

a microphone as well as

Bluetooth. IoT developers can

also benefit from its low power

ARM 32-bit Cortex-M4 CPU with

FPU and ensure better

encryption and decryption. What

is more, you can save time while

creating usable prototypes

because SensiBLE IoT already has

the firmware, Bluetooth and

profiles all integrated. 



Like many IoT app development

IDEs, Tessel 2 supports JavaScript

and is favourable for developers

who has earlier dabbled in the

pool of JavaScript and Node.js

libraries. Tessel 2 offers you

almost everything you may ask

while building basic-level IoT

applications and prototypes. In

Tessel 2 board, you can avail two

USB ports, Ethernet and Wi-fi

connectivity, a microUSB port,

64MB of RAM, 32MB of Flash.

Additionally, you are free to

integrate lots of other modules

such as accelerometers, cameras,

GPS, RFID. 

10. TESSEL 2 

9. DEVICEHUB.NET 
DeviceHub acts as an integrated

solution for IoT developers and

offers the combination of

business intelligence and cloud

integration to deliver both

hardware and web technologies.

The kit is offered as PaaS

(platform as a service) that

enables software developers to

utilize its power for IoT app

development. DeviceHub is

especially beneficial to

enterprise bodies who can

rebrand and install the software

for deploying enterprise apps

through Virtual Private Cloud.

This tool lands on the list since

practically many SME’s achieved

significant success in rapidly

building fleet management

systems, smart vending

machines and wearable software. 



After OpenSCADA, Kura is a java-

based open source IoT app

development framework from

Eclipse. It is built for special

projects like Eclipse IoT

challenge and Industrial

Equipment Monitoring. What

makes Eclipse Kura a

considerable IoT development

tool is the fact that it is highly

focused on application

development for Internet of

Things. Developers can find it

easy to design IoT projects using

Kura since it also allows for open

source implementations for

uncommon applications that

involve M2M (Machine to

Machine) interactions. 

12. KURA 

11. KINOMA 
Kinoma enables two types of IoT

projects: fun and serious. To fulfil

this purpose, it houses two

products, which are the Create

&Element boards. Kinoma Create

is a scriptable hardware kit that

uses JavaScript to connect to

sensors and create the structure

of IoT-enabled devices. The kit is

complete with supporting

essentials such as integrated Wi-

Fi, BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy),

touchscreen, speaker and

microphone. 

Element board, on the other

hand, is an optional choice that

Kinoma calls the ‘smallest

JavaScript-powered IoT product

platform’. 



13. PLATFORMIO 
PlatformIO is a feature-rich cross-

platform IDE that comes with a

unified debugger. It is quite a

suitable option for developers if

they wish to opt for friendly IoT

environment for mobile app

development. Itis equipped with

over 400 embedded boards, 20+

development platforms and

frameworks. This is the indication

that developers have a lot to

choose from. Apart from these,

PlatformIO also offers amazing

interface and modern standards,

and it is quite easy to get used to

and update. 

Among  the  generous  pool  of

d i f fe rent  IDEs  created  fo r  deve loping

IoT  appl icat ions ,  we  jus t  saw  a  few

s ign i f icant  ones  that  are  prominent

in  2018 .  They  a l l  have  amazing

features  and  deve loper - f r iendly

t ra i t s .  Choos ing  the  r ight  IoT  app

deve lopment  too l  i s  a  matter  of

usage ,  comfort ,  popular i ty  of

opin ions  and  su i tab i l i t y  fo r  the  type

of  deve lopment  pro ject .  You  can

choose  to  col laborate  with  IoT

deve lopment  spec ia l i s t s  fo r  fu r ther

ass i s tance  in  your  next  IoT  pro ject .  
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